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 GLASSLESS MIRROR

A tough vinyl silver surfaced membrane is stretched and heat shrunk over a timber 
frame creating a lightweight and easily moved hung or flown mirror surface.

Since the Mirror is a surface application glassless mirror is in fact sharper and brighter 
than glass.

OH&S compliant. Completely shatterproof it negates the potential for injury and reduces your 
exposure to liability claims. It is also non- fogging and has no distortion or ghost imaging. When 
hung it requires no more fixing than a large Picture, i.e. just a couple of screws or nails. What’s 
more due to this ease of installation the Glassless mirror ends up only fractionally dearer 
than glass and of course you can take it with you should you decide to move!

Although it is very tough and durable the Mylar Mirror may be damaged by sharp instruments. 
Minor damage in the way of dents from clumsy fingers can generally be “smoothed out” 
with simple heat application such as a hairdryer to re-tension the surface.

Available in freestanding models, as a wall fixture or as a wall “leaning” model with 
protective covers front and back for those that cannot fix their mirrors and need to 
regularly and safely, store them away. 

The assembled freestanding mirror tilts down and locks for footwork or up for kinetic 
awareness or can simply roll away for storage. It has locking castors so as to remain fixed 
when in position. Detachable feet can turn parallel for storage. The rear of the mirror can 
be supplied as a white board or pin board on request.

Any of the mirrors can be supplied with a self attaching protective sheet if required. With 
proper care these mirrors will give years of use and any can be supplied with a protective 
cover if required. An A4 sample can be purchased for $25.00. This will be deducted from 
any subsequent purchase. 
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MYLAR MAGIC
“better and brighter 

than glass”
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CODE

• GMSP - Standard panel, unframed 

• GMSF - Standard panel, framed

• GMSW - Standard wall leaner 

• GMJR - Adjustable angle rollaway 

These Glassless options are seriously cool, lightweight units that suit any budget.

STM Committed to a “Safe Dancespace”
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